Multi-agent reinforcement learning approaches can be roughly classified into two categories. One is the agent-based approach which can be implemented in real distributed systems, though most approaches of this type cannot provide meaningful theoretical verifications. The other can be seen as the more formalized approach, which can provide theoretical results. However, most of current algorithms usually require unrealistic global communication, which makes them impractical for real distributed systems. In this article, we propose a dynamic correlation matrix based multi-agent reinforcement learning approach where the meta-parameters are evolved using an evolutionary algorithm. We believe that our approach is able to fill the gap between the two kinds of traditional multi-agent reinforcement learning approaches by providing both agent-level implementation and system-level convergence verification. The basic idea of this approach is that agents learn not only from local environmental feedback, i.e., their own experiences and rewards, but also from other agents' experiences. In this way, the agents' learning speed can be increased significantly. The performance of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated on a number of application scenarios, including blackjack games, urban traffic control systems and multi-robot foraging.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent systems (MASs) are systems composed of multiple interacting intelligent entities. They can be used to solve problems that are quite difficult or even unfeasible for an individual agent or a monolithic system, especially in the presence of uncertainties and/or incomplete information [1] - [3] . MASs have a very broad range of applications [4] - [7] . For robotics researchers, MAS can be applied to multi-target foraging and transportation [8] - [11] , battlefield surveillance and scouting [12] , collective construction [13] - [17] and so on. For sociologists, MAS can be used to simulate and study social behaviors [18] , [19] . For computer science communities, MAS can be used to search for multi-player game strategy [20] . For economists, MAS can be used to simulate marketing and predict The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Weiguo Xia . economy [21] . One common feature of these systems is that agents have to work under uncertain environments where it is difficult to predict all possible situations in the systems.
Compared to centralized MASs, distributed MASs have more advantages in applications under uncertain environments due to their robustness, flexibility, and scalability. Typically, agents in MAS are required to have only local views of the system, and each individual's decision making process is based merely upon local information. In addition, the state space in MAS can be too large to be described clearly and the outcome of taking the same action for an agent in a MAS may be nondeterministic. Thus, developing algorithms for a distributed MAS to achieve global optimal performance is a challenging task. To solve the aforementioned difficulties, several algorithm paradigms have been proposed, such as bio-inspired paradigms [22] - [28] , organizational paradigms and/or social paradigms [29] - [32] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Algorithms following those paradigms usually require expert behavior definitions with extensive tuning for each specific application, which often restrict the system's ability of adapting behaviors to dynamic environment [33] , [34] . Therefore, it is desirable to design intelligent agents that can learn to accomplish the assigned task, rather than follow some predefined rules and/or behaviors which may not be suitable for unknown environment.
As a result, multi-agent reinforcement learning has been studied extensively [35] - [40] . Current main-stream approaches in this area can roughly be classified into two categories. One is the heuristic agent-based approach that can actually be implemented in real distributed systems [38] , [41] - [43] , but most of these algorithms can not provide meaningful theoretical analysis to guarantee convergence or other system properties, such as scalability. The other is like a more formalized approach based on Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) or their various extensions, which can provide theoretical results [35] - [37] , [44] , [45] . However, most of these approaches usually (not always) require unrealistic global communication or global information, which makes them impractical for real distributed systems.
To fill the gap between these two kinds of approaches (agent-based algorithms and formalized theoretical algorithms), in this paper, we propose a new multi-agent reinforcement learning approach, which is called evolving dynamic correlation matrix based multi-Q (E-DCM-Multi-Q) learning algorithm, The basic idea of the proposed algorithm is to let individual agents learn from not only their local environmental feedback, i.e. rewards, but also their neighboring agents' experiences. In addition, we will show theoretically that the proposed algorithm is convergent under some additional conditions ( j f (i, j) = 1, we will discuss it in Section II). Finally, we will employ evolutionary algorithms to tune the meta-parameters of the algorithm to increase agents' learning speed.
Learning from previously acquired experiences is also the theme of transfer learning [46] - [50] . However, transfer learning focuses more on transforming experiences across tasks in order to facilitate learning. For example, once an agent learns how to use an ax, it can learn to use knife through transfer learning. While E-DCM-Multi-Q learning algorithm focuses on incorporating neighbors' experience to increase learning speed and avoid making the same mistake. For example, if one agent hits the wall and gets penalty at a given state, its neighbors would learn from this agent through E-DCM-Multi-Q learning and avoid making the same mistake.
Evolutionary tuning of reinforcement learning parameters has also been done by several researchers [51] - [55] . Eriksson et al. [53] used evolutionary algorithms to tune the meta-parameters in a single-agent reinforcement learning algorithm. They successfully evolved the learning rate and the 'temperature' of the algorithm and showed some promising results. As far as we know, very little research using evolutionary algorithms has been conducted on multi-agent reinforcement learning domain [56] , [57] .
In this paper, we release the constraint that every agent needs to know the Q-values of all the other agents at a given state, which imposes a big problem for a distributed system. Instead, an agent only needs to know the Q-values of its neighboring agents. The major contributions of this paper are as follows. 1) We propose an agent-based implementable algorithm and in the meantime, and provide the system-level theoretical convergence verification; 2) Only the local information is needed for each agent to run the learning algorithm; 3) The meta-parameters of the proposed multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithm are evolvable to accelerate the learning process; (4) The proposed algorithm is tested on a broad range of applications, including multiplayer blackjack games, multi-robot foraging, and an urban traffic control system.
II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH A. THE EVOLVING DYNAMIC CORRELATION MATRIX BASED MULTI-Q LEARNING (E-DCM-MULTI-Q) APPROACH
In MASs, cooperative learning among agents is desirable. How to incorporate neighbors' acquired experiences to expedite learning and avoid making the same mistake is very important. Human beings set good examples of learning from others' experiences. When we are in some unfamiliar situation, we would consider actions executed by predecessors in the same situation. Through this kind of consideration, we can probably choose the optimal action without personally experiencing the situation. To imitate human's behavior with canonical Q-learning framework, we develop the E-DCM-Multi-Q learning approach, where the Q-value of agent i at state s is updated not only with its own state value and its local environmental feedback, but also with the state values of its neighboring agents at that state. The Q-value update of agent i is defined as:
where Q k+1,i (s i , a i ) represents the Q-value of agent i at k + 1 time step with state-action pair (s i , a i ). R k,i (s i , a i ) is the immediate reward of agent i at time step k after executing action a i at state s i . α L and γ are the learning rate and decaying factor respectively. α S is the sharing rate of the learning agent and ranges from 0 to 1. When α S is equal to 1, it means that the agent's Q-value update is totally dependent on its neighbors' experiences, and this type of agent can be called a total-incorporating agent. When α S is equal to 0, it means that the agent's Q-value update is only dependent on its own experience, and this type of agent is called a nonincorporating agent. V k,j (s i ) is the state value of agent j at state s i at time step k which is defined as
In Eqn.1, f (i, j) is the affecting weight of the state value of agent j over the Q-value update of agent i, and must satisfy that
where N is the number of neighbors of agent i. The neighbors of agent i can be defined as all the agents that are within the local communication range of agent i. As it will be shown in Section II-E, as long as the condition that N j=1 f (i, j) = 1 is satisfied, the Q-value of an agent using the E-DCM-Multi-Q learning algorithm would converge. It is worthy mentioning here that, N j=1 f (i, j) = 1 should be always satisfied, otherwise the proposed learning approach will degenerate to the conventional Q-learning method as no neighbor agents are involved for communication between each other [58] .
To further improve the efficiency of the algorithm, we let the 'most experienced' agent at state s i (i.e., the agent who has the highest number of visits to state s i among agent i's neighborhood) have the most influence on agent i's Q-value update. In this way, f (i, j) can be calculated as
where N j (s i ) is the number of times that agent j has been to state s i and N is the number of neighbors of agent i. Eqn.3 can be seen as the dynamic correlation matrix being renewed for the learning approach. It updates weight states according to experiences from neighbourhood for each agent.
B. ACTION SELECTION STRATEGY AND LEARNING RATE UPDATE RULE
Boltzmann action selection strategy [59] is applied here because we know the corresponding Q-value of every action. At any state s, action a is selected according to the following probability 
where T denotes the temperature. In order to have a fixed action selection policy after sufficient iteration, we designate T to be a constant value T 0 first, and then let T decay according to the following equation
where N e is the number of episodes that the agent has experienced before (in reinforcement learning, the number of episodes means the number of times that the agent has experienced the final state [60]). As the number of episodes increases, T decays so that the agent has a larger probability to choose actions that hold larger values. We want to decrease the agent's learning rate as the agent's experience (the number of episodes) increases. In this way, the agent's Q-value update would be smaller as the number of episodes increases. Therefore, the most experienced agent's behavior would be stable. On the other hand, we don't want the learning rate to be zero in the end, in which case, the agent would stop learning and lose the ability of adaption. To the end, we set up two meta-parameters α 0 and α f which are initial learning rate and final learning rate, respectively. The learning rate α L is updated according to the following dynamics
where N e refers to the number of episodes that the agent has experienced before.
C. EVOLUTIONARY TUNING OF THE META-PARAMETERS
Since the objective of the E-DCM-Multi-Q learning algorithm is to increase the learning speed of the agents, we need to find an optimal meta-parameter combination which minimizes the number of learning trials needed for the agents.
There are several meta-parameters in the proposed algorithm (from Eqn.1 to Eqn. 6), namely, decaying factor γ , initial learning rate α 0 , final learning rate α f , initial temperature T 0 , and sharing rate α S . Initial learning rate should be set as large as possible to enable agents to learn more at the initial steps, so we set α 0 as 1. For other parameters, we will use an evolutionary algorithm to get the optimal combination so that the agents would learn fast.
In this paper, we use the Genetic Algorithm and Direct Search Toolbox (GADST) in Matlab to implement the evolutionary tuning of these meta-parameters. The population size was set to be 75. The fitness function is to minimize the number of needed training episodes. The parameters of the genetic algorithm were set as follows: (1) the crossover probability was set to be 0.9; (2) the mutation probability was set to be 0.0417 (1/24); (3) the simulation was run for 20 generations. Initially, α S and α f were assigned to be random numbers ranging from 0 to 1; γ was assigned to be random numbers ranging from 0.9 to 1. Here,γ gauges the reinforcement learning objective (which is to maximize E( ∞ n=0 γ n R n )), so we shall select a relatively large γ to ensure that the learning agent would not be trapped in short term rewards. T 0 was sampled randomly from 20 to 100. Here, we designate the minimal T 0 to be 20 in order to enable the agents to select random actions at the initial phase of learning. In this way, the agents will have a larger probability to avoid being trapped in local optimal solutions. 
D. THE ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK
So far, we have presented the main dynamics of E-DCM-Multi-Q learning algorithm, the action selection strategy and learning rate update rule, and the evolutionary tuning of the meta-parameters of the proposed algorithm. In this subsection, we will integrate those sub-blocks into a unified system framework. Fig. 1(a) shows the framework of the E-DCM-Multi-Q learning algorithm except for the evolutionary tuning of metaparameters, which will be depicted in Fig. 1(b) . First, every agent will maintain the Q-values in its own memory. With the perceived state (the top parallelogram), the agent select an action from the Boltzmann action selection mechanism. After executing the action, the state of each agent will be changed and a reward signal will be given to each agent. The agent then updates its Q-value storage using the provided reward signal, the agent's neighbors' experiences and the updated learning rate. Fig. 1 (b) also demonstrates the evolutionary tuning process of the meta-parameters. The learning process as depicted in Fig. 1(a) can be treated as individual developmental process, and the fitness value calculated by the fitness function is defined as the number of learning trials. The aim of the evolution is to minimize the number of learning trials.
E. THEORETICAL VERIFICATION OF SYSTEM CONVERGENCE
In this subsection, we will verify the convergence of the proposed E-DCM-Multi-Q algorithm. Before that, we need to know where the Q-value of an agent should converge to. The optimal Q-value Q * for the reinforcement learning agent should satisfy the following Bellman equation
where r(s, a) is the average value (expected value) of the immediate reward that an agent gets after executing action a at state s, γ is the decay factor, and P s s,a is the state transition probability, which is the probability that the agent will be at state s after executing action a at state s.
For the sake of simplicity, the convergence of the algorithm will be discussed in the deterministic case first and then in the stochastic case.
In the deterministic case, after an agent executes action a at state s, it will get a deterministic reward instead of a probabilistic one, which leads to the following equation transformed from Eqn.7, i.e.,
Since a general update process is considered here, the subscripts of s, a and s are eliminated. Therefore, Eqn.1, which is the E-DCM-Multi-Q algorithm, can be rewritten as
We have the following theoretical results for the proposed method. The proof on the theorems can be generalized and extended according to previous works [56] , [57] in matrixvalued from.
Theorem 1: In the deterministic case, Q k+1,i (s, a) described by Eqn.9 will converge to Q * as k −→ ∞.
Proof. Eqn.8 can be rewritten as
From Eqn.9 and Eqn.10, one can obtain
where we define the error function
As only the deterministic case is considered here, i.e., R k,i (s, a) = R(s, a). Review N j=1 f (i, j) = 1, Eqn.11 can be further transformed as
As computing the absolute values of the both sides of Eqn.12, we have
Since Eqn.13 is always true for each state-action pair (s,a) at time step k + 1, and we define the maximum error between the Q-value of agent i and Q * at time step k as i,k , i.e.,
then we can conclude that max s,a
We expand Eqn.15 to a series of equations for i = 1, 2, . . . n where n is the number of agents in the system and rewrite it into the uniform equation as follows
From the definition of matrix W and the fact that we can calculate the sum of every row of Matrix W is 1. Therefore, the sum of every row of matrix A is (1−α L +α L γ ). We can conclude that the largest eigenvalue of matrix A should be less than or equal to (1 − α L + α L γ ). Therefore, we can get that k+1 ≤ A k ≤ (1 − α L + α L γ )I k Since γ < 1, it is easy to get that 0 < 1 − α L + α L γ < 1, so we can conclude that k approaches zeros as k → ∞. Theorem 2: In the stochastic case, the expectation of Q k+1,i (s, a) (i.e.,E(Q k+1,i (s, a))) as described by Eqn.9 will converge to Q * as k → ∞.
Proof. First, we need to understand that the update of Q-values by Eqn.9 is a stochastic process.The immediate reward at time step k for agent i is not deterministic. It is a random sample from the real distribution of the reward. The state transaction from state s to the next step state s for agent i is also probabilistic, which can be represented by probability P s s,a . Similarly, we can get
where we use notation s " instead of s to represent the state of next step in order to discriminate itself from the sampling process s in Eqn.9. Next, calculate the expectations E(·) of both sides of Eqn.18, we can get r(s, a) )
Since both the immediate reward and the state of next step are samples from the real distribution, we can get
Therefore, Eqn.19 can be trimmed to be a) ) (22) Since N j=1 f (i, j) = 1 we can further obtain max a (Q * (s, a)) = (1 − α S ) · max a (Q * (s, a))
− Q * (s , a)|]} As i,k = E[max s,a |Q i,k (s, a) − Q * (s, a)|] is defined, follow the same procedure in proof of Theorem 1 as what we did for the deterministic case, we can conclude that i,k approaches zero as k → ∞.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we will apply the proposed E-DCM-Multi-Q learning algorithm to a number of application scenarios, including blackjack game (a multi-player game), an urbantraffic control system, and multi-robot foraging. The initial learning rate α 0 is set to be one for all the scenarios; the other meta-parameters, such as α f , T 0 , and γ , are tuned through the evolutionary algorithm. Before we introduce the simulation results, we need to clarify three concepts in evolution and reinforcement learning domain, namely, iteration, episode and generation. Iteration is the smallest time step of these three concepts. Every time an agent takes an action, it is called an iteration. An episode may consist of many iterations. Every time a task is finished, which means that the agent experiences the final state, it is called an episode. In many scenarios, an agent can only get the reward signal at the end of an episode, so the number of episodes needed for learning can be employed to measure the agent's learning speed to some extent. Generation is a concept in the domain of evolutionary computation; in this paper, an agent will generate a fixed set of meta-parameters for each generation.
A. CASE STUDY 1: BLACKJACK GAME 1) SIMULATION SCENARIO Blackjack game (also known as twenty-one) is a multi-player game, whose objective is to win money by obtaining a point total higher than the dealer's without exceeding 21. In this sub-section, we adopt the rules that dealer stands on 17 or higher values no matter it is a soft total (a soft total means that the current total contains an ace that is counted as 11 points) or a hard total (a hard total means that the current total does not contain an ace that is counted as 11 points). In order to simplify the calculation, we only allow players to hit or stand (split, insurance, double-down and surrender are not considered).
2) STATE, ACTION AND REWARD DEFINITION
The state representation for Blackjack consists of three parts: (a) the current total value of cards; (b) whether the total value is a soft total; and (c) the dealer' face-card value.
The action for a player is simplified as either hit or stand. If the player's action directly leads to the outcome of the game, the reward is defined as the outcome of the game. If the player wins the game, reward is +1, if dealer wins, reward is −1 and if the game draws, reward is 0. On the other hand, if the player's action only leads to the transition of the state, the reward is defined to be 0.
3) SIMULATION RESULTS
We run the simulation with three fresh players who can exchange their experiences with others during the game. The evolutionary curves are shown in Fig. 2 . There are three curves in Fig. 2 , corresponding to the behavior of the best agent, the average agent and the worst agent, respectively. Since the aim of the evolutionary algorithm is to minimize the number of learning trials (episodes) needed by the E-DCM-Multi-Q learning agent, we can see that the needed number of training episodes decreases over generations. In the final generation, only approximately 200 episodes are needed to finish learning compared to 750 (the median individual) in the first generation. The corresponding meta-parameter combination of the best agent in each generation is shown in Table 1 . Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the behaviors of agents, which includes an agent from the last generation, an agent from the first generation, an agent using the traditional single agent Q-learning (without learning from others), an agent using the random action selection strategy, and an agent using the decision-tree based learning method. Note that agents using different learning techniques cannot excel the behavior of the decision-tree trained agent, because the agent using a decision-tree method assumes that it knows all the probabilities of the state transition at every time step. Therefore, it can pre-calculate everything in advance and make an optimal decision at any state. In this case, the decision-tree trained agent is served as a benchmark measurement for the agents using other learning methods.
In Fig. 3 , we can see that the agent from the last generation of E-DCM-Multi-Q method learns faster than all the other agents (except for the decision-tree trained agent who does not learn at all), because the average dollar lost per game for the agent of last generation of E-DCM-Multi-Q method decreases and converges faster than others. The agent from the first generation of E-DCM-Multi-Q method learns slower than the agent of the last generation, but it still manages to learn faster than the canonical Q-learning agent, which means that learning from others would expedite the learning procedure. This further demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed E-DCM-Multi-Q algorithm. The random-action agent has the worst performance since it does not learn at all.
B. CASE STUDY 2: AN URBAN TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM 1) SIMULATION SCENARIO AND ASSUMPTIONS
An Urban Traffic Control (UTC) system aims at developing a control technique for traffic signals to make the traffic flow as smooth as possible in urban areas. Fig. 4 shows a simple urban traffic scenario, where there are 4 × 5 nodes and all the nodes are connected horizontally and vertically with each other. To represent this system as a multi-agent system, the traffic flow at each node is controlled by an agent. It is a one-toone mapping between a node and an agent. Each edge that connects two nodes represents a one-way traffic lane. Two nodes which are connected either vertically or horizontally can be treated as neighboring nodes, and the associated agents of these two nodes can be treated as neighboring agents. Each agent in the UTC system can only exchange its experiences with its neighboring agent. The agents located at the borders of Fig. 4 only have two or three neighbors while the agents located inside have four neighbors.
To simplify the calculation, we make the following assumptions: (1) the maximal number of cars on each lane is five, that is to say if an agent intends to let more cars into a saturated lane (a lane with the maximal number of cars), the cars will stand still; (2) every car has an equal probability to move right or up at a given node, because all the lanes are one way lane, in the simulation map, cars are not allowed to move left or move down; (3) for left and bottom edge nodes, at every time step, the probability that there is an incoming car is 0.5 (if there are already 5 cars waiting, there won't be any incoming cars); (4) for right and up edge nodes, when a car is supposed to move out of the map, the cars will move away immediately.
2) STATE, ACTION AND REWARD DEFINITION
The state representation for a UTC system is a vector of four elements which are the numbers of cars on two incoming lanes and two out-going lanes. Note that for the left and bottom edges, the number of cars on incoming lanes at the next time step is stochastic with regard to that at the current time step. Also note that the number of cars on the corresponding out-going lane for the up and right edge nodes is always zero according to assumption (4) . The action of each agent at a node is to turn on the green light for the up lane or the right lane. The reward for the agent at node i at k-th time step is calculated by the following function:
+ e −Ny(k+1) + e −Nx(k) + e −Ny(k) (24) where Nx(k + 1) and Ny(k + 1) denote the number of cars in the vertical incoming lane and horizontal incoming lane after the action at k-th time step, respectively. Nx(k) and Ny(k)represent the number of cars in the vertical incoming lane and horizontal incoming lane before the action at k-th time step, respectively. Through this definition, the reward signal for the agent is inversely proportional to the number of waiting cars at this node. Since the UTC system aim to reduce the number of waiting cars for the node, the reward can be used as a metric to measure the performance of each node in a UTC system. Fig. 5 shows the simulation results of evolutionary curves of the behaviors of the agents in a UTC system. The corresponding meta-parameter combinations of the best agent in each generation are listed in Table 2 . 5 can only show that the agent using the E-DCM-Multi-Q algorithm can learn faster over generations. But how well does the agent, for example, in the last generation behave? As we have stated in the reward definition part, the reward signal can be used as a metric to measure the performance of an agent. Fig. 6 shows the average reward of the best agent in a UTC system on its last generation over training episodes. In Fig. 6 , we can see that the average reward per episode of an agent increases with more training episodes. In other words, an agent can improve its performance quickly through the E-DCM-Multi-Q learning. Fig. 7 shows the differences of Q-value of the best agent in a UTC system on its last generation over iterations within an episode. From Fig. 7 , we can see that the Q-value of the agent converges to a stable value over iterations within one episode. This simulation results further demonstrate that the agent using the proposed E-DCM-Multi-Q learning method can converge to a stable state over time.
3) SIMULATION RESULTS

C. CASE STUDY 3: MULTI-ROBOT FORAGING 1) SIMULATION SCENARIO AND ASSUMPTIONS
We assume that the simulation map is a 10 × 10 grid world.
The grid position at the bottom-left corner is defined as (1, 1) , which is defined as the starting point. All the other grids will be defined as (x, y) where x represents the x-th grid to the right of the starting point, and y represents y-th grid up from the starting point. Each agent is a mobile robot and can stay in one of the grids. The grid is large enough to support up to four robots at the same time. Every robot has a capability to communication with other robots within 10/3 grids. For example, if a robot is at grid (5, 6) and another robot is at grid (7, 7) , the distance between these two robots is √ 5 which is smaller than 10/3, so they can communicate with each other.
There is a randomly moving target in the environment, and the target will be in one of the grids at each time step. At the next time step, it has the equal probability to move to one of its neighboring grids or stay at the original grid. For example, if an agent is in the middle of grid-based environment, at the next time step, the probability that the agent move to one of four neighboring grids is 0.2 and the probability that the agent stands still is also 0.2.
The objective of the robots is to grab the moving target together eventually. Once one robot grabs the target, it will move together with the target until all the other robots grab the target. When the target is captured by all the robots, we will start the game again for the next episode. Fig. 8 shows a series of snapshots of the simulation scenario.
2) STATE, ACTION AND REWARD DEFINITION
The state of an agent can be represented by the relative position between its current position and the target's position. For example, if an agent is at position (3, 4) and the target is at position (4, 4) , the agent's state is defined as (−1, 0). Note that for the agent at (3, 4) and the target at (4, 3), the state is the same as the one where the agent at (6, 5) and the target at (7, 4) . By this definition, we can reduce the number of state-action pairs significantly compared with the number using absolute positions for state definition. For example, in a 10 × 10 grid environment, there are 19 × 19 × 4 state-action pairs using relative positions for state definition, and 10 × 10 × 10 × 10 × 4 state-action pairs using absolute positions.
The action set can be defined as Up, Down, Left, and Right associated with each state. The reward is defined as −1 for each regular moving action if the robot doesn't catch the target. When an agent ends up in the same grid with the target, a reward of 100 is assigned to it no matter where its teammate is. When an agent hits the edge of the environment, a penalty of −100 is assigned to it.
3) SIMULATION RESULTS
In the simulation setup, we assume that four robots and one target are randomly distributed within the grid-based environment. Since each grid can hold up to four robots at the same time, we don't have to consider the robot collision problems here. When all the four robots catch the target, we restart the game by assigning random positions to the target and the robots. Fig. 9 shows the evolutionary curves of the behaviors of the agents in the system. We can see that the number of training episodes needed for E-DCM-Multi-Q learning method decreases over generations. The corresponding metaparameter combinations of the best agent in each generation are listed in Table 3 .
To compare the simulation results of the proposed E-DCM-Multi-Q learning method with the standard Q-learning method, another set of simulations have been conducted. Fig. 10(a) shows the behavior of the robot using standard Qlearning and Fig. 10(b) shows the behavior of the robot using the E-DCM-Multi-Q learning method on its last generation. Comparing Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) , we can see that the agent using the E-DCM-Multi-Q learning method only needs a very small number of training episodes to perform optimally, while the agent under the standard Q-learning method needs a much large number of training episodes to reach a stable state.
D. DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we have demonstrated that the proposed E-DCM-Multi-Q learning algorithm can learn faster compared to other learning methods in a broad range of multi-agent application scenarios, such as Blackjack games, an urban traffic control system, and multi-robot foraging. In other words, the proposed E-DCM-Multi-Q method can work efficiently for multi-agent systems under dynamic uncertain environments in a distributed manner. When applying this learning algorithm to different applications, we only need to define the states and actions of agents in each specific task, and then agents will be able to learn automatically from their local environments through rewards and from their neighboring agents through an evolving dynamic correlation matrix.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented the E-DCM-Multi-Q learning algorithm for multi-agent systems under dynamic uncertain environment in a distributed manner. We successfully incorporated the evolutionary algorithm and a dynamic correlation matrix into a multi-agent reinforcement learning framework and evaluated the effectiveness of the E-DCM-Multi-Q method in a variety of application domains, namely decision making in blackjack game, an urban traffic control systems, and a multi-robot foraging task. By comparing our algorithm with other canonical approaches, we conclude that agents using the proposed E-DCM-Multi-Q learning algorithm will reach optimal behaviors faster than other canonical learning techniques. In addition, the theoretical analysis of system convergence of the proposed algorithm is provided to ensure the overall system convergence under certain constraints.
However, several issues still remain unresolved in the current framework. First, the current algorithm can only be applied to homogeneous systems. In the future, we will extend the current algorithm to heterogeneous multi-agent systems. Second, we will investigate the role of evolution in multi-agent reinforcement learning more profoundly in the future. Currently, we only use an evolutionary algorithm to evolve the meta-parameters of the algorithm. In the future, we may be able to evolve the collective behaviors among agents.
